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Did you ever want to write a novel
A lot of people want to write a book
So sit down and focus cause it's November
And I'm gonna write a freaking book

It's only sixteen-sixty seven words a day
Given up your social life and stay indoors
And forget about your grades, your boyfriend, and
your job
Do it later, 'cause now I need to write a thousand words

Hit twenty thousand words and I'm feeling awesome
Man I should make writing my career
My main characters have chemistry, my setting is
believable
Think I'm going to win this year
Really think I'm going to win this year

Did you ever want to write a novel
A lot of people want to write a book
So sit down and focus cause it's November
And I'm gonna write a freaking book

I just passed thirty thousand words - I'm feeling pretty
low
Need inspiration but I really just have none
I just realized I have plot holes and my writing really
sucks
Can you remind me why I thought this would be fun

I powered through to forty and I'm nearing the end
I'm at the climax and this part is really rad
It's mixture of relief, perseverance and caffeine

And just little touch of going mad
And just little touch of going mad

Wanna go see a movie?
I can't, I'm writing
There's this really sweet party
I can't, I'm writing
You've been in your room all day
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Don't care, I'm writing
Girl this can't be healthy
Shhh. I'm writing.

Did you ever want to write a novel
A lot of people want to write a book
So sit down and focus cause it's November
And I'm gonna write a freaking book
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